
Woodward PSG Governor

Linkage Adjustment

PSG GOVERNOR CONTROL LINKAGE

1. Rod assembly. 2. Lever. 3. Lever.

1. Make sure levers (2 and 3) are at the SHUTOFF position (fully counterclockwise).

2. With both levers at the SHUTOFF position, adjust rod assembly (1) to fit between them.

3. Check to make sure the linkage operates freely.

Needle Valve Adjustment

1. Start the engine and let it run at the desired speed until the coolant temperature is normal.

2. Turn compensating needle valve (2) two or three turns counterclockwise. Let the engine hunt for about 30
seconds. This lets air out of the hydraulic circuit in the governor.

3. Turn the needle valve slowly clockwise until the engine speed has stability. Put a near full load on the engine.
Again turn the needle valve slowly clockwise until the engine speed has stability.

NOTE: 1/4 turn out from the seat is the approximate point of best stability.

4. To check the adjustment push lever (1) in the direction of the arrow. This will cause the engine speed to
decrease. Release the lever. The engine must return rapidly to the desired speed.



PSG GOVERNOR

1. Lever. 2. Compensating needle valve.

5. If the engine hunts more than a small amount before it has stability turn the needle valve clockwise. If the
engine is slow to return to the desired speed turn the needle valve counterclockwise. Do steps 4 and 5 until the
engine returns to the desired speed and has stability in the shortest amount of time.

Fuel Rack Setting

9S240 Rack Position Tool Group.

3S215 Dial Indicator.9S8883 Contact Point, 12.7 mm (.50 in.) long.3P1565 Collet Clamp.

5P9697 Timing Pin.

GOVERNOR LINKAGE

1. Linkage. 2. Governor drive lever.

1. Disconnect linkage (1) from governor drive lever (2). This will let the lever move freely through its full travel.

RIGHT SIDE OF INJECTION PUMP HOUSING

3. Plug.

2. Remove plug (3) from the injection pump housing.

3. Install 5P9697 Timing Pin (4), tapered end out, in the plug hole.



TIMING PIN INSTALLED

4. 5P9697 Timing Pin. 5. Plug.

4. Remove plug (5) from the injection pump housing.

DIAL INDICATOR INSTALLED

6. 9S215 Dial Indicator. 7. 3P1565 Collet Clamp. 8. Cover.

5. Install a 9S8883 Contact Point on the 9S215 Dial Indicator. Install 3P1565 Collet Clamp (7) and 9S215 Dial
Indicator (6) as shown.

6. Move governor drive lever (2) in the FUEL ON direction (clockwise) until the timing pin is engaged in the
notch (groove) in the rack.

7. Put the dial indicator on zero. Remove the timing pin.

8. Move governor drive lever (2) in the FUEL ON direction (clockwise) until it stops.

9. Read the measurement on the dial indicator. Look in the FUEL SETTING INFORMATION to find the correct
measurement for the rack setting.

10. If the measurement on the dial indicator is not correct, do the steps that follow:

a. Remove cover (8) and the washer.

b. Loosen nut (9) until the lock is free of the pin.

c. Turn rack stop screw (10), as necessary, to get the correct setting. Remember drive lever (2) must be pushed
fully clockwise when the dial indicator is read.



FUEL RACK SETTING

9. Nut. 10. Rack stop screw.

NOTE: Turn rack stop screw (10) clockwise to decrease rack setting dimension.

NOTE: If the pin is not in alignment with one of the notches in the lock, turn rack stop screw (10) to put the
nearest notch in alignment with the pin.

d. Tighten nut (9) to a torque of 12 ± 4 N·m (9 ± 3 lb. ft.). Check the adjustment by going through Steps 8 through
10 again.

GOVERNOR LINKAGE

1. Linkage. 2. Governor drive lever.

11. After the fuel rack setting has been made, connect linkage (1) to governor drive lever (2).

12. Install cover (8) and the washer over the rack stop screw.

Adjusting The High Idle Stop

1. Start the engine and let it run until the coolant temperature is normal.

2. Loosen locknut (3). Turn stop screw (4) counterclockwise approximately two turns.

NOTICE

With the stop screw in this position the engine can overspeed. This can
cause damage to engine components. Be ready to shutdown the engine
if it has an overspeed condition.



PSG GOVERNOR

1. Synchronizing motor. 2. Knurled knob. 3. Locknut. 4. Stop screw.

3. Use knurled knob (2) or synchronizing motor (1) to adjust the engine to the desired speed.

4. Turn stop screw (4) clockwise until it stops. Tighten locknut (3).

5. If the engine speed is still correct, the adjustment is correct.

Check Speed Droop

The speed droop can be adjusted between zero and seven percent. The desired speed droop will be different for
different applications. Percent of speed droop is the percent difference between the engine speed at no load and full
load. To calculate speed droop use the formula:

1. Get the desired speed droop for the application.

2. Multiply the full load speed by the desired speed droop. Add the number from this multiplication to the full load
speed to get the no load speed.

3. Start the engine and let it run until the temperature of the coolant is normal.

4. Adjust the engine speed to get the no load speed from Step 2.

5. Connect a known load to the engine. The load must be less than the full capacity of the engine. Make a record of
the decrease in engine speed.

6. Make a ratio between the load on the engine and the full load capacity of the engine. This ratio must be the same
as the ratio between the decrease in engine speed from Step 5 and the number from the multiplication in Step 2.
For example:



7. If the ratios are not the same an adjustment of the speed droop is necessary. Remove the load and stop the
engine. If the engine speed decreased too much according to the ratio decrease the amount of speed droop. If the
decrease in engine speed is not enough increase the amount of speed droop. See SPEED DROOP ADJUSTMENT.

Speed Droop Adjustment

1. Make a mark on cover (1) to show the original position of bracket (3). This will show how much a change in
bracket position changes the speed droop.

2. Loosen knob (2) that holds bracket (3) and speed droop lever (4) in position.

PSG GOVERNOR

1. Cover. 2. Knob. 3. Bracket. 4. Speed droop lever. 5. Stop screw.

3. To increase the speed droop turn lever (4) counterclockwise. To decrease the speed droop turn lever (4)
clockwise.

NOTE: If the lever is turned clockwise beyond the point where the speed droop is zero the engine will hunt a large
amount and will not get stability.

4. Tighten knob (2) to hold the lever and bracket in position. After an adjustment is made check the speed droop.
See CHECK SPEED DROOP. Several adjustments can be necessary to get the desired speed droop.

5. When lever (4) is in the position that gives the desired speed droop, set stop screw (5) against the pin on lever
(4). This will make it easy to return the speed droop lever to the desired position after disassembly and assembly of
the governor.

Pilot Valve Adjustment

Check the adjustment of the pilot valve when the governor is disassembled (linkage and top cover removed).

The top cover is pushed away from the body of the governor by a strong
spring. Loosen all the bolts that hold the cover in position evenly to
decrease the force of compression of the spring.



PSG GOVERNOR

1. Inspection opening.

1. Remove the pipe plug from inspection opening (1).

2. Use a light to look for the control opening in pilot valve bushing and the control land of the pilot valve plunger.

CENTER POSITION FOR PILOT VALVE PLUNGER

A. Port opening. B. Port opening.

3. Move pilot valve (5) in the direction of the drive end as far as possible. Check the length of port opening (A).

4. Move the pilot valve in the opposite direction as far as possible. Check the length of port opening (B).

5. The length of port opening (A) must be the same, within 0.25 mm (.010 in.), as port opening (B).



PSG GOVERNOR

2. Locknut. 3. Spring seat. 4. Pilot valve bushing. 5. Pilot valve. 6. Control land.

6. If the lengths of the port openings are not correct hold spring seat (3) with 1P87 Adjusting Wrench. Loosen
locknut (2). Turn the pilot valve as necessary to get the correct adjustment.

NOTE: Turn the pilot valve clockwise to increase port opening (A) and decrease port opening (B). Turn it
counterclockwise to decrease port opening (A) and increase port opening (B).

1P87 ADJUSTING WRENCH USED TO HOLD SPRING SEAT

7. Tighten locknut (2) to a torque of 8.0 N·m (70 lb. in.) and remove the wrench.

8. Check the adjustment according to Steps 3, 4 and 5.

NOTICE

If this adjustment is not correct the engine can have an overspeed
condition. This can cause damage to engine components.



9. When the adjustment is correct, put 5P3413 Pipe Sealant on the threads of the pipe plug and install it in pipe
plug opening.


